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A taste of
Mexico in
Harrisonburg
By KYLEE TOLAND
The Breeze

When first walking into Tequila Taco
Bar, guests are greeted by a vivid painting
of Mexican painter Frida Kahlo behind the
host stand. On the left side of the restaurant
is a dining area, and the walls are covered in
colorful designs of skeletons with sombreros
on their heads, mirroring a typical Dia de los
Muertos depiction.
The bar, which offers specialty drinks
like margaritas, is on the right side of the
restaurant. The ceiling has blue and white
flowers hanging from it while guests sit at
their tables. The mouth-watering smell of
Mexican food wafts through the air before
the meal is even brought out. The music of
various pop artists, such as Pitbull, can be
heard, giving the restaurant an atmosphere
of a hangout spot.
“Pretty much what it is, is Mexican street
food that you will find in the streets of Mexico,
and I just brought it under one roof,” manager
Jose Juan Reyes said.
Reyes is the manager and owner of the
Tequila Taco Bar right across from JMU’s
Quad and took the place of Harrisonburg’s
popular pizza spot, Brickhouse Tavern, after
it shut down during the pandemic. Instead of
being a Mexican restaurant that only focuses
on meals, Reyes said he wants Tequila Taco
Bar to be a place for people to hang out with
friends while enjoying a drink and a meal.

What’s inside

Breeze file photos

JMU presents climate survey results
By ASHLYN CAMPBELL
The Breeze

Sitting in the auditorium of Wilson Hall,
a buzz can be heard as the JMU community
gathers to hear vital data on the social climate
and perception of JMU.
The results come from an external study on
the climate of JMU, conducted by Rankin &
Associates Consulting — a consulting firm that
focuses on “assisting educational institutions
in maximizing equity” through assessment and
intervention strategies.
The survey has been in the works since 2017,
Heather Coltman, provost and senior vice
president for Academic Affairs, said. The idea
came from the task force for inclusion, and
subgroups within the task force. The study
working group is composed of 36 faculty and
staff members and four students.
Aderonke Adesanya, one of the three
co-chairs of the Climate Study Working Group

said in an October interview with The Breeze
that the survey will help JMU reflect on and
address vital issues to the JMU community.
“We’re very intentional about this,” Adesanya
said. “It’s not just something that’s going to be
done or shoved aside.”
The study was open to everyone in the JMU
community — students, faculty and staff —
throughout September and October 2021. It had
112 questions, with 18 being open responses that
anyone could fill out.
Coltman said the study would give
quantitative data on people’s perceptions and
experiences at JMU.
“We all hear stories, and everybody’s got a
story and everybody’s got anecdotes, but by
getting strong participation, we can really get a
good sense of what might not be working right,”
Coltman said.
Emil Cunningham, vice president of external
relations for Rankin & Associates Consulting, led
several presentations on Tuesday and will hold

another virtual session April 11. The full report
and PowerPoint for the study will be released
after the last presentation.
A school’s climate is defined by Rankin &
Associates Consulting as the attitudes and
behaviors of the staff and students and the
institution’s policies that impact the “level of
respect for individuals’ needs, abilities and
potential.” Cunningham said the climate is
measured by personal experiences, perceptions
and institutional efforts.
With a 17% response rate, or 4,450 returned
surveys, Cunningham said some of the
results can’t be generalized to the entire JMU
population; most surveys aim to hit a 30%
response rate to apply the results to an entire
population. Despite this, Cunningham said
responses can be generalized to specific
demographics with high response rates, like
faculty and staff, and the data can be used to
compare different experiences.
see CLIMATE SURVEY, page 4

Tequila Taco Bar opened its doors this past
Valentine’s Day, but the long process of taking
over the building and creating a new hangout
spot for both JMU students and local residents
alike started in January 2021. Reyes said that
while developing the concept of the restaurant,
he was looking for college towns and settled
on Harrisonburg after some of his family
members owned Mexican restaurants in the
area such as El Charro and Casa Gallardo Fajita
Factory. Reyes said he moved from Memphis,
Tennessee, in January 2021 to start the business
in Harrisonburg, and his family moved the
following May.
“I wanted to bring [Tequila Taco Bar] to a
college town,” Reyes said. “It just so happened
that this building popped up on my phone.”
The process of opening the restaurant was
tough due to the pandemic, as well as an issue
with receiving a liquor license. Reyes said that
when sending a permit to the Virginia State
offices to apply for a liquor license, it typically
takes about three months to receive it. The
Virginia State offices were in the middle of
changing locations at the time, Reyes said, and
his permit got lost in the mail, making him start
the process all over again in a span of another
three months.

see TEQUILA, page 14
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What to look for...

CORRECTIONS:
Last week, a story was printed in the
sports section of The Breeze that
spelled Terell Strickland's name
as Terrel. The article has been
updated with the correct spelling of
his name.
A story in the culture section
attributed a pull quote to Tim Miller
instead of Xaiver Williams. The
story itself is correctly attributed to
Williams.
In the news section of The Breeze,
a quote from Jason Amatucci said
that he wants an ABC store model
for hemp. It should say that he
doesn't want them. The change has
been reflected in the article.
In ONE IN FOUR, a statement
about the effect of the pandemic on
case reviews was misattributed to
Amy Sirocky-Meck; the statement
was made by Wendy Lushbaugh
— the current version of the article
reflects that. A statement about
the application of Title IX policy
overseas was not accurate in its
telling; Policy 1340 is designated to
address incidents that occur outside
of the U.S. — the current version
of the article reflects that.

Page 11
Cambria Lee / The Breeze

Opinion | College students' spirituality has Dukes beat Elon for first time in
fared better than the average American adult program history, finish undefeated at home
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‘Speak up, Dukes!’

JMU presents study on attitudes and behaviors of the community

from CLIMATE, page 1

“Overall, people [are like] ‘It’s not that
good,’” Cunningham said. “In the middle of
[COVID-19] — folks have everything else going
on — 17% of your entire campus population
take the survey. I’m ecstatic. I am very happy.
That means you had more than 4,400 people
who decided that this was important.”

Comfort on campus

In the general climate, 69% of all
respondents said they were comfortable.
“Boom, there you go, we can stop there
… More than two-thirds of people are
comfortable,” Cunningham said jokingly.
“That’s unfortunately where a lot of people
stop.”
Cunningham went on to explain that
people that identify as a marginalized group,
like women, people on the trans-spectrum
and Black and Indigenous people of color
(BIPOC) are significantly less comfortable on
campus.
Cunningham said male students reported
having a higher sense of belonging than
trans-spectrum students, and white students
had a higher sense of belonging than BIPOC
students.
“[Conducting a climate assessment] is
tough, because it asks you to look in the mirror
and see all of your beauty and your flaws at the
same time,” Cunningham said. “My charge
here this morning is to honestly just share the
information, share the results and allow [you
all] to ask questions.”
According to the results of the survey, 21%
of the respondents experienced exclusionary
behavior or harassment on campus since the
summer of 2019 and 37% of respondents said
it happened five or more times. Only 11% of
respondents officially reported the conduct.

Accessibility

Cunningham said the main barriers facing

Thursday, April 7, 2022

69%

respondents were classroom buildings,
labs and parking, as well as technological
barriers in virtual meeting platforms and
accessible electronic formats.
In qualitative responses from those who
took the survey themes like inadequate
building facilities, parking barriers and
technological barriers.
“I encourage you, when you read the
report … Read through the narrative and
the voices and stories, because what
comes out then is a whole host of context,”
Cunningham said.

Unwanted sexual contact

According to the survey results, 16%
of all respondents said they experienced
unwanted sexual contact while being a
member of the JMU community. This
includes relationship violence, sexual
harassment, stalking and sexual assault.
In the responses for sexual assault, 47%
of respondents said it happened within the
past year, 67% said alcohol or drugs were
involved and 62% said it happened within
the first year of college.
Cunningham pointed to the “Red Zone,”
a time between move-in day and the firstholiday break, in which most sexual assaults
occur.
Cunningham said that 70% of respondents
reported that the sexual assault happened
off campus, and 42% reported that the
perpetrator was a JMU student.
Thirty six percent of respondents didn’t
report the assault for a multitude of reasons:
either because they were embarrassed
or scared nothing would happen to the
perpetrator, they didn’t think it was that
serious or because they felt personally
responsible for the assault.
“That one is hard for me,” Cunningham
said. “Feeling personally responsible for
somebody else taking advantage. We need
to figure out a way to change the language;
we need a way to change the culture.”

Leaving JMU

Thirty nine percent of people who filled
out the survey said they have had serious
thoughts about leaving JMU, including 67%
of instructional faculty and 62% of staff. The
top reasons for faculty and staff considering
leaving JMU were the salary or pay and not
feeling valued by JMU.
Twenty nine percent of undergraduates
considered leaving JMU because they felt
like they didn’t have a place of belonging,
for personal reasons, lack of social life or
wanting to transfer to another school —
mostly in their first and second years.
These reasons were echoed by graduate
students, who said they considered
leaving because they didn’t have a place of
belonging, they didn’t feel valued or they
don’t feel comfortable being themselves.
Xaiver Williams, student representative to
the Board of Visitors, said this was one of the
data points that disappointed him the most.
“I have no other reason than to believe
that there is a sense of disconnect between
students feel like they belong on this
campus, because we may not be addressing
their needs directly,” Williams said.

Successes and challenges

Despite the many challenges people faced,
Cunningham also pointed to the successes
the JMU community communicated
through the survey.
The majority of faculty and staff felt that
they had job security, had clear processes
for promotion and that JMU valued research
and teaching.
Eighty percent of students felt valued by
JMU faculty in general, 78% felt valued by
JMU staff and 82% said they felt valued by
JMU faculty in the classroom.

Moving forward

Cunningham
noted
that
when
interpreting this data, JMU is not all that

unique and many universities experience
a microcosm of issues like sexism, racism,
classism and heterosexism.
“We need to make sure that we understand
and acknowledge that what happens outside
does affect us,” Cunningham said. “I think
more than anything, we actually have to call
a spade a spade because if we don’t name it
if we hide … because of a fear of something
that we’re missing an opportunity to do our
[community] true justice.”
In an email to students, JMU said that
“going forward, The Climate Study Response
and Implementation Team will be working
to establish the next steps in response to
the climate study results” and that there’ll
be open invitations to focus groups later in
April to discuss the results.
Prior to the presentation, Tim Miller, vice
president for student affairs, and Coltman
thanked the many people involved with the
study.
“There is … response and implementation
team that has been working to anticipate
what our next steps will be,” Coltman
said. “And, of course, that work is going to
continue, certainly through the rest of the
semester, in the summer and well into next
year, as we look at these results and decide
how we’re going to proceed”
Williams said his biggest takeaway from
the result of the study was that JMU needs to
“move towards action.”
“This is the moment for students to put
together an opportunity for them to be actively
engaged and holding the university accountable
toward making change,” Williams said. “There is
nothing else that we need further to justify why
you need to start making greater steps towards
changing things that are on our campus.”
CONTACT Ashlyn Campbell at breezenews@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

of respondents said they were
comfortable with the overall climate

66%

of employees said they were comfortable
with the climate in their department,
program or work unit
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The
Breeze
turns
100
Historic display celebrates The Breeze’s centennial
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The exhibit showcases major events in JMU history. Cambria Lee / The Breeze

By KASEY TRAPUZZANO
The Breeze

The first edition of The Breeze was
published Dec. 2, 1922. A display case
of historic front pages and other threedimensional multimedia artifacts was
arranged in Carrier Library to celebrate The
Breeze’s upcoming centennial on Dec. 2,
2022.
The exhibit, which lies just inside the
historic entrance of Carrier, was created by
Brad Jenkins, general manager of The Breeze,
and Julia Merkel, preservation officer for
JMU libraries who’s also a part of the special
collections team. Jenkins handpicked all
the words and reprints for the display, while
Merkel created the arrangement in a way that
told a visual narrative.
“The Breeze is kind of a time capsule of what
JMU has been since 1922, so I just wanted to
raise that awareness a bit,” Jenkins said.
The display showcases major peaks of
JMU history — though Merkel said they were
careful not to repeat information that was
displayed for JMU’s centennial back in 2008 —
along with major history and changes within
The Breeze over the past 100 years. Merkel
said the display highlights freedom of speech

and freedom of information.
“With the Breeze’s 100th coming up, we
wanted to make sure there was a real presence
for the history of the paper on campus,”
Merkel said. “Anytime there’s a 100th, that’s a
big deal.”
Some of the pages in the exhibit pulled
from the original copies and rephotographed
include articles on the founding editor,
Roselyn Brownley, and the original Breeze
staff, how The Breeze got its name by a coin
flip and the history of name changes of both
the university and The Breeze.
Additional stories highlighted in the case
include Ronald Carrier becoming the fourth
president of the university, JMU football
winning national championships in 2004 and
2016 and a tribute to late JMU alumna Alison
Parker (’12) — a previous news editor for The
Breeze — and her co-worker Adam Ward, who
were fatally shot during a live report on WDBJ7 in 2015.
“With [choosing] the pages to display, what
I really went for was, ‘What were some big
moments in JMU history and what does that
look like on the page?’” Jenkins said.
While choosing the three-dimensional
artifacts to display in the exhibit, Jenkins said,
he wanted to find objects that showcased the

change of how people gather information and
the evolution of tools over time.
A few of the artifacts in the exhibit are an old
Apple laptop, a 2009 edition of the Associated
Press Stylebook, an old cellphone, camera,
film reader, microphone and a pica, which
was once used to help set type.
“I’m all about seeing real objects,” Merkel
said. “We’ve included so many physical, real
artifacts that it just tells a story.”
Merkel said the display case has
traditionally been used for items that feature
campus history, but it had been empty since
close to the start of the pandemic.
Jenkins and Merkel said the project took
months to plan. Jenkins said he’d been
thinking of ways to mark The Breeze’s
centennial by raising awareness on campus
and originally had the idea for the display
back in August 2021.
“I had noticed that [the] display case was
kind of between exhibits and I had the idea
[that] this could be a good spot to put some
reprinted, historical editions of The Breeze so
that people can kind of see how student media
has told the story of JMU over the years,”
Jenkins said.
Throughout the fall 2021 semester, Jenkins
and Merkel planned and worked on their

vision. The exhibit was erected in Carrier
Library over spring break, though Jenkins and
Merkel said it’s not quite finished. They hope
to be adding more signage and a newsstand
in the coming weeks, with the possibility of an
official “opening event” in fall 2022.
The exhibit will stay up in Carrier Library
until the library is closed for renovation
sometime in 2023. This will be the last display
in the case before its renovation.
Jenkins said there will also be a secondary
exhibit in Harrison Hall, the building that
houses the School of Media Arts and Design,
in fall 2022.
Jenkins said he believes the centennial
display is important for students because it
reminds them of the history they’re connected
to that came before them.
“For current students and anyone in the JMU
community, I think it’s good to have a sense of
where your university came from,” Jenkins said. “It
is a display about The Breeze, but in a lot of ways,
it’s about JMU and the history of JMU in a nutshell.”
CONTACT Kasey Trapuzzano at breezenews@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Board of Visitors receives public comments on proposed 2022-23 tuition
By KAMRYN KOCH
The Breeze

At the time of the public comment, the
BoV is waiting for the completion of the
legislative process and approval of Virginia’s
2022-24 budget. Moore explained that state
decisions affect changes to tuition and fees.
For example, if the state raises the minimum
wage, the university will have to factor that
into the budget to pay its staff.
Moore described the proposed tuition and
fee ranges for the 2022-23 academic year.
For in-state undergraduate students, the
proposed tuition increase will be within $0$372. For out-of-state undergraduates, the
range is a $0-$486 increase. The mandatory
auxiliary fee for all undergraduates has a
proposed increase of $0-$254.
When it comes to graduate students, the
proposed tuition increase is within $0-$23
per credit hour — for both in- and out-ofstate. Their auxiliary fee increase is between
$0-$2 per credit hour.
Currently,
tuition
for
in-state
undergraduates is $7,460 and out-of-state
undergraduate tuition is $24,386. The
auxiliary fee is $5,178 for both. In-state
graduate students pay $466 per credit
hour and out-of-state graduate students
pay $1,184 per credit hour. The graduate
auxiliary fee is $47 per credit hour.

To end her presentation, Moore referred
to charts that compared JMU’s tuition and
dollar value of 1% change to other four-year
public colleges in the state.
“When we talk about what a value it is to
go to JMU compared to some of the other
institutions, this chart really shows that,”
Moore said. “I think we’re a bargain for what
we charge and what you get for your money.”
The meeting then transitioned into the
public comment portion, where students
and community members could share their
opinions with the BoV. Participants also had
the opportunity to email or submit their
comments online beforehand. There were
no submitted comments or requests from
attendees, which resulted in the meeting’s
conclusion. Members of the community are
still welcome to submit comments online for
review by the BoV.

The BoV w ill consider tuition and
fees for the 2022-23 academic year at its
full board meeting scheduled April 22.
CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of
JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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The Board of Visitors (BoV) and members
of the public gathered in the Festival Board
Room on April 6 to discuss proposed tuition
and fee ranges for the 2022-23 academic
year.
The public comment meeting began with
an overview of the educational budget and
the factors associated with setting tuition
and fee rates. Towana Moore, interim
vice president for administration and
finance, began her presentation with JMU’s
mission statement before highlighting the
university’s recent accomplishments. She
said JMU is the “Best College for Getting a
Job” in Virginia for the third year, and its
alumni satisfaction rate is 97%.
“Obviously, we have a very strong
commitment to our students here at JMU,
and everything that we do revolves around
that,” Moore said. “I think that is evident in
all of our discussions.”
Moore said that out of all the four-year
public institutions in Virginia, JMU has the
lowest funding from the state. The amount
that JMU receives for a full-time equivalent
(FTE) student is $6,200, while the Virginia

average is $8,250.
Moore said she thinks the university uses
the money that it receives from the state
“very well.”
Moore then broke down the education
and general (E&G) budget and the auxiliary
budget, including both revenues and
expenditures. The E&G budget goes toward
academic purposes, while the auxiliary
budget covers non-academic university
services like dining, parking and athletics.
Tuition makes up 63.6% of the revenues
for the E&G budget, and the mandatory
comprehensive or auxiliary fee makes up
44.6% of the revenues for the auxiliary
budget. 75.4 percent of E&G expenditures
and 19.5% of auxiliary expenditures fund
compensation for students.
“Most of what we spend our money on is
people,” Moore said.
Moore described the challenges and
strengths that the BoV considers when
calculating tuition and fees. The challenges
she discussed included the transition
out of COVID-19, inflationary impacts
and uncertainty on enrollment rates.
The strengths included successful job
attainment outcomes, affordability and
quality of services for students.
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JMU announces changes to indoor mask mandate
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JMU will move into its next unmasking
phase by designating masks as optional in
most indoor areas, including classrooms.
The change will go into effect Monday,
April 11, according to an email sent
to students, faculty and staff from the
Office of the President on Wednesday.
This announcement is in alignment with
guidance from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).
As of April 5, there are four active
COVID-19 cases at JMU, according to the
Stop the Spread dashboard. According to
the new CDC guidelines updated Feb. 25,
which lay out individual counties across
the U.S. as being at low, medium or high
risk to COVID-19, Harrisonburg city and
Rockingham County are designated in the
low-risk level.
Masks will still be required on public
transportation in accordance with federal
law by the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA), in health care settings
like the University Health Center (UHC) and
in accordance with requirements at external
locations, in private offices when requested
and in “other instances where specific

contractual obligations apply.”
The email states that JMU is following
other large public institutions, including the
University of Virginia (U.Va.) and Virginia
Tech, who have already “gone mask optional
for most of their indoor spaces” but supports
community members who wish to continue
wearing their masks indoors.
COVID-19 testing on campus has been
moved to the Student Success Center (SSC)
room 2536 beside Card Services’ entrance
B, due to an increase in demand for testing.
Testing hours will continue to operate from
9 a.m. to noon, Monday through Friday.
Self-test kits will continue to be available to
students, faculty and staff at the welcome
desks at Madison Union, Festival and SSC
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
“We greatly appreciate the care that has
been taken by our entire community that
has enabled us to reach this point,” the email
said. “We will of course continue to monitor
the situation, and need to remain flexible as
circumstances evolve.”
CONTACT the news desk at breezenews@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Masks will no longer be required in classrooms starting April 11. Cambria Lee / The Breeze
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Shawdee Bakhtiari, Carlin McNeil Bumgarner, Brandon Market and Xaiver Williams are the newly elected student body executives. Photos by Abi Middleton / The Breeze

New leaders in office

Four emerge victorious in student body major elections
By KINGSTON THOMAS
The Breeze

March 29 was student body election day
and JMU students voted for student body
president, vice president, executive treasurer,
student representative to the Board of Visitors,
class council and academic senators.
The Breeze was given voting data by Tara
Snowden, elections commissioner of the
Student Government Association (SGA). A
total of 1,288 students cast a ballot this year,
a large increase from last year’s number of
about 300, Snowden said.

Student body president

For student body president, Shawdee
Bakhtiari received 612 votes, or 47.52%;
candidate Nate Hazen received 466 votes, or
46.81%; 175 students or 23.58% didn’t vote for
the position on their ballot and 35 students or,
2.72%, wrote in other candidates.
Bakhtiari, the newly appointed student
body president, said she’s excited but
“nervous in a good way” about stepping up to
the position.
“I’m excited to start and get things going,
but I have the nerves of making sure I’m
doing a good job and stepping up to what the
position is asking of me,” Bakhtiari said.
Bakhtiari said she ran to make sure she’s
a “staunch advocate” for the student body,
while being a voice to the underrepresented
on campus.
“It’s obviously easier said than done,”
Bakhtiari said. “It’s something a lot of people
assume, but to me, student advocacy is my
No. 1 priority, and I want to make sure I’m
stepping up to the plate and delivering.”
Bakhtiari said she wanted to step into the
role of student body president so she can put
her best foot forward for the student body.
In office, Bakhtiari plans to bridge the gap
between the greater JMU community and the
greater Harrisonburg community.
“We are so fortunate to have the resources
the university provides,” Bakhtiari said. “I
want to be able to be a resource and platform
for not only the student body, but also getting
them out into the community to show there’s
a world outside of JMU that is just as deserving
as our amazing community.”

Student body vice president

Executive treasurer

For executive treasurer, Brandon Market
received 548 votes, or 42.55%; Mahek Shroff
received 493 votes, or 38.28%; 236 students,
or 18.33%, didn’t vote for the position on
their ballot and 11 students, or 0.85%, wrote
in other candidates.
Market, executive treasurer-elect, said he’s
excited for the position and put a lot of effort
into campaigning for the position.
“I’m really excited to be working as an exec
for SGA and to represent the student body at
JMU,” Market said. “I have my specific duties as
treasurer, so I will be doing my best to uphold
all of those. I also want to just work more
closely with all of the different organizations
[and] student organizations across campus …
If they need help with budgeting, or help with
getting funding for an event or something, I
want to be able to work with them to do that.”

and different events while still elevating
their voices.
For collaboration, WIlliams said he plans
to learn “how to collaborate with different
stakeholders across the university to be able
to create sustainable and tangible change
for students, faculty and staff.” Williams
also said a big trait that makes someone in a
leadership position successful is when they
can collaborate.
“Communication and collaboration go
hand in hand,” Williams said. “When there is
no communication, there’s no collaboration,
and when there’s a lack of collaboration, you
miss the opportunity for communication.”
Williams said he’s focusing on how they can
partner students better with student leaders
and administration, while “working towards
sustainable and tangible changes that need to
happen on campus.”
Williams said he doesn’t like making
promises — because SRBOV is only a one-year
role — but that he’s dedicated and committed
to the position. He said the JMU community

has to take into account his full-time student
status, as well as working with different
people on different schedules at different
times. Williams said he doesn’t necessarily
make promises but that he’s established
commitment.
Williams said he’s dedicated to continuing
to serve as an action-driven leader for his
peers, prioritizing teamwork and focusing on
the compassion that it takes for a leader to
understand those they’re serving.
“I’m just a music education major focused
on trying to make a better place not only for
the students that are here now, but also for the
students that will come in the years after I’ve
graduated,” Williams said.
The candidates are transitioning into their new
roles and will officially be sworn in by the week
of April 19.
CONTACT Kingston Thomas at thoma2ks@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of
JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Student representative
to the Board of Visitors

For student representative to the Board of
Visitors (SRBOV), Xaiver Williams received
1,016 votes or 78.88%, 255 students or 19.8%
didn’t vote for the position on their ballot and
17 students or 1.31% wrote in other candidates.
Williams, re-elected as SRBOV, said it’s
“good to be on the winning side” and said
he believes that candidates shouldn’t take
elections for granted.
“I’m glad that the student body trusts me
enough to represent them for another year,”
Williams said.
Williams said his role as SRBOV is to elevate
the voice of the student body in respect to
important topics, including tuition and fees.
Recently, he’s worked with the interim vice
president for administration finance on
creating an opportunity that could be a bit
more convenient for students to come and
learn about tuition, fee proposals and how the
budget process works.
“One of the things that I noticed is that I
still want to give students an opportunity to
be able to understand what’s going on within
those [kinds] of decisions,” Williams said.
Williams said he’s also working on ways
to elevate student voices and advocate for
student needs.
“This year I focused the campaign on
moving forward,” Williams said. “Last year
was focused on getting back to the basics:
the basics of focusing on our community, our
connection and our commitment.”
To elaborate on his campaign motto
— “Moving Forward” — Williams listed
three main points he plans on addressing
in his term: innovation, collaboration and
dedication.
For innovation, he said, he wants to focus
on ways to keep students more informed
about Board of Visitors (BoV) meetings
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For student body vice president, Carlin
McNeil Bumgarner received 958 votes, or
74.38%; 295 students, or 22.9%, didn’t vote for
the position on their ballot and 35 students, or
2.72%, wrote in other candidates.
Bumgarner, vice president-elect, said she
feels “wonderful’’ about her election and is
passionate about what she can do with SGA,
especially with having a bigger platform to get
more things done.
Bumgarner plans to advocate for better
mental health resources on campus, as well
as more dining options gluten-free and vegan.
Bumgarner ran unopposed for her
position and encouraged students to run for
office themselves.

“I think a lot of people don’t have the
resources to know everything,” Bumgarner
said. “The job can be quite intimidating, and
I’m still learning myself, whether internal or
external.”
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SGA Senate approves
all budgets for the
2022-2023 academic year
By JJ HENSLEY
The Breeze

The Student Government Association
(SGA) Senate approved all front-end
budgeting (FEB) groups’ budgets for the
2022-23 academic year in Tuesday night’s
meeting — but not without discourse.
FEB groups, according to SGA, are
organizations whose missions are seen as
crucial to the university. These groups get
prioritized front-end budgeting to ensure
funds for their needs. All FEB groups are
funded by student fees.
Members of the SGA Finance Committee,
including junior Noah Pope, the SGA
treasurer; junior Brandon Market; and
freshman Mahek Shroff presented each FEB
group’s mission statements, their uses for
finances and specific events and scholarships
to the senate.

Budgets for BSA,
LSA, Madison Equality,
NAACP and SafeRides

Thursday, April 7, 2022

Starting with the Black Student Alliance
(BSA), each organization provided a
slideshow for the Senate body. Then, the
Senate voted on the said organization.
Market presented the BSA and the Latinx
Student Alliance (LSA). Both organizations
stem from the Center for Multicultural
Student Services (CMSS).
The BSA’s budget total was $20,558, with

most funds going toward speakers, events
and Martin Luther King, Jr. (MLK) week. The
LSA budget was $24,625 for events, speakers
and scholarships.
Shroff then presented the next three
organizations: Madison Equality, the JMU
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) chapter and JMU
SafeRides.
Madison Equality’s mission statement is to
promote LGBTQ awareness and expression,
with $25,698 allocated toward special events
like “Drag me to Festival,” a joint event with
the Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and
Expression (SOGIE) and University Program
Board (UPB).
JMU’s NAACP chapter strives to increase
people of color’s involvement in the greater
Harrisonburg community. The NAACP was
approved $17,485 for community events and
education.
SafeRides, Pope said, required two votes at
the senate meeting. One vote for SafeRides
approval as an FEB group and another vote
for its budget.
For phone services alone, SafeRides
requires $5,300 per year to manage calls.
Pope said SafeRides’ fundraising alone
couldn’t support the organization’s needs.
“By approving this budget,” Pope said, “we
saved SafeRides.”
In total, SafeRides was approved for
$24,490 for all marketing, training, supplies
and phone services.

All front-end budgeting groups’ budgets were discussed. Abi Middleton / The Breeze

Budgets for SA and UPB

Pope presented the last two organizations:
Student Ambassadors (SA) and UPB.
SA claimed in its presentation that 61% of
students who enrolled in JMU did so because
of SA tours, totaling over $75 million to the
school when SA members get paid zero.
SA requested and was approved $16,225 for
its recruitment and special show “Operations
Season’s Greetings,” a talent show event in
the winter in which donations go to charity.
UPB, responsible for most large-scale
events on JMU’s campus, said its mission
statement was to make JMU feel like home
to all students and to have fun activities yearround.
UPB had the largest stipends out of any
organization, including SGA, and had the
largest budget of $281,271.
Junior Ellen Wilder, a Senate member,
said UPB is given too much money for the
organizational prowess UPB displays.
“[UPB] is a dumpster fire,” Wilder said.
“Work is extremely disjointed and ideas are
stolen from others.”
Sophomore Matthew Haynicz, a Senate
member, said he’s seen other organizations’
ideas taken and shut down by UPB.
Haynicz also expressed his frustrations
with the Jason Derulo concert UPB put on in

November 2021.
“[It was] very disappointing that the
concert wasn’t free to students,” Haynicz
said.
While a few senate members were
concerned with how much money UPB
was receiving, Pope told members that they
should have submitted amendments prior
to the senate meeting if there were any
concerns.
The funds allocated to UPB were passed by
the senate, with some senators deciding to
deny the approval.
Lastly, Pope went over the SGA funds
for the next body of representatives and
members.
One big change was to SGA’s membership
funding, increasing an extra $3,000, with
funds for recruitment and apparel for new
members.
While the senate didn’t vote specifically on
its own budget, by approving each individual
organization’s request, the budget was approved
and will be sent to the FEB board for finalization.
CONTACT JJ Hensley at henslejj@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of
JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.
A “that-got-old” dart to
The Breeze for using the
same crossword puzzle
again last week.
From an avid fan of the
puzzle who hates waiting a
week for the same one.

A “how-convenient” dart
to the bank merger that
deactivated my debit card.
From someone who’s rent
was due that day.

A “pick-me-up” pat to the
Dunkin’ on Port Republic
Rd.
From someone who
appreciates consistency.
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A “you-made-it-this-far”
pat to my shoes for lasting
three years before I wore a
hole in them.
From someone who
appreciates durable
footwear.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Drinking dependence
Freshmen are most likely to drink as a result of peer pressure. Emma Connelly / The Breeze

Peer pressure on college campuses
leads to binge drinking, lifelong repercussions
ORIANA LUKAS | contributing writer
Binge drinking is
a harmful activity
that has plagued
college
campuses
for years. Drinking
is often seen by many
students as a normal part
of their weekly routine. Some students
come into college without ever consuming
alcohol, while others enter higher education
with an already established drinking habit.
The college atmosphere has been shown
to perpetuate binge drinking as many
institutions ignore the problem.
The NIAAA (The National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism)
defines binge drinking as: “A pattern of
drinking alcohol that brings blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) to 0.08 percent—or 0.08
grams of alcohol per deciliter—or higher.
For a typical adult, this pattern corresponds
to consuming 5 or more drinks (male), or 4
or more drinks (female), in about 2 hours.”
The number of four or more drinks isn’t
meant to diagnose students. Rather, it’s
designed to calculate the number of drinks
college students consume that would create
a risk for themselves and others. It’s also
found that students tend to conceptualize
binge drinking based on the amount they
personally consume, which causes bias and
inconsistency. This measure creates a set
standard for all students.
As some college students may succumb to
the social pressures of heavy drinking, they
increase their chance for various mental
complications. Because the brain doesn’t
fully develop until age 25, consuming alcohol
at a young age can hinder the development
and functions required for daily tasks. The
myelin is a part of the brain in adolescents
that’s crucial for decision making, planning
and organization. The synaptic refinement
is responsible for similar tasks and transmits
information from one part of the brain to

the other, contributing to a person’s reaction
time.
One study done on rates and published in
the “Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental
Research” journal found that large quantities
of alcohol damage both the myelin and the
synaptic refinement. It also contributes to
damage to the frontal regions and memory
loss.
Along with brain development, binge
drinking can also increase alcohol
dependency. College students who binge
drink frequently are 19 times more likely to
develop dependency than casual drinkers,
according to a study published in the “Journal
of Studies on Alcohol.” Alec Kendrick, a 2021
graduate of Ferrum College, explained the
detrimental drinking habits of fraternities.
“Being the vice president of my fraternity,
we were expected to be the partiers on
campus and drink,” Kendrick told The
Breeze. “Because of this, one of my brothers
in my fraternity became an alcoholic and
had to go to A.A. after he graduated.”
With this, Kendrick explained that
binge drinking can cause setbacks on an
individual’s life. Some people are able to
escape that lifestyle, while others graduate
and continue to consume copious amounts
of alcohol regularly, which can cause
conflicts with work, family and day-to-day
responsibilities.
Besides Greek life, college as a whole
promotes this problem as many students
have the mentality that these are the best
years of their lives and they need to take
advantage of them. If consistently drinking
is an activity that everyone else partakes in,
then students may feel social pressure to be
included.
The first six weeks of college are an
especially vulnerable time for incoming
freshmen, according to the NIAAA. This
is predominantly due to the unfolding
opportunities for drinking college presents.

For many students, freshman year is the first
time they don’t have to consult with parents.
College institutions also play a
contributing role in this behavior. Colleges
nationwide have students who either die or
get injuries due to heavy drinking. Though,
even with these reports, it seems that many
institutions are in denial of the severity of
this problem. One example of this denial is
the debate over the term “binge drinking”:
Many think that the four to five drink limit
sets the bar too low. Higher-education
groups such as The Inter-Association Task
Force on Alcohol and Other Substance
Abuse Issues fought for the term “binge” to
be removed from college media coverage.
Binge drinking as a whole can cause lots
of damage to younger students. Drinking
large quantities of alcohol at a young age has
many negative short-term and long-term
effects.
Even with these negative effects being
known, college campuses consistently
perpetuate this issue as institutions seem
to turn a blind eye toward this ongoing
culture. In order to control it at JMU, there
are a variety of resources to minimize
this problem and help students who have
struggled with substance abuse through the
counseling center.
Kendrick told The Breeze how he took
a class that studied the dangers of binge
drinking and how drinking copious amounts
of alcohol can be detrimental to the body.
“I think that many college institutions look
at the surface of it as ‘Oh, they’re just drinking and having fun’ rather than looking at the
big issue of binge drinking,” Kendrick said.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

CONTACT Oriana Lukas at lukasok@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more editorials regarding the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow
the opinion desk on Instagram and Twitter
@Breeze_Opinion.
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RELIGIOUS
REVIVAL

Student attendnce at religious services dropped from 85% in 1986 to 69% in 2016.
Cambria Lee / The Breeze

Contrary to popular belief, college
students maintain religious affiliation
more than the average American adult

EVAN WEAVER | The Breeze
In recent years,
the
number
of
adults in the U.S.
who recognize an
affiliation with a
particular
religion
has declined. This
trend has existed in
the U.S. since the 1940s, according to a
Gallup poll, though it was very gradual
and self-identified membership in a
particular religion remained around 70%
until the year 2000. Following the turn of
the millennium, the decline in church
membership began to hasten and by 2015
just 57% claimed church membership.
Five years later in 2020, only 47% of adults
were affiliated with a church, the first time
in U.S. history that percentage has fallen
below half of the adult population.
Education plays a significant role in an
individual’s religious identity. Regardless
of religion, the higher the level of
education achieved by an individual, the
less likely they are to be religious. This
is demonstrated in a 2015 Pew Research
Center poll of varying education levels
from high school dropouts to Ph.D holders
across 12 world religions. An increase in
access to education — largely due to the
development of technology, such as the
internet — accounts for part of why the
U.S. is experiencing decreased religiosity.
The role of education in religious
disbelief, the correlation between youth
and liberalism and a society increasingly
accepting of hedonism have led some,
such as nationally syndicated radio talk
show host Dennis Prager, to speculate
that college campuses encourage students
to abandon religious sensibilities and
spiritual chastity. This is misguided,
however, as illustrated by contemporary
research and, more locally, student
involvement in religious organizations at
JMU.

The Reality of Student Spirituality

Moran said. “Whatever I did on Friday
night, I can still show up on Tuesday to Chi
Alpha and be known and I can be loved and
I can be valued and we can work out what
it means to be a child of God together. It
doesn’t matter where you’ve gone or what
you’ve done before, here you are.”
When asked about facilitating a religious
organization in a college environment and
how college students receive Chi Alpha and
their outreach efforts, Moran mentioned
how three quarters of students who were
involved in religious organizations in high
school do not maintain their participation
in college. This is, in large part, due to the
sheer amount of options students have to
spend their already limited time with and
not because of an inherent bias against
religion on college campuses.
“I don’t think that the university setting
is hostile to the gospel, and I especially
don’t think it at JMU,” Moran said. “JMU is
very welcoming and affirming of religious
life.”
The fall of religion has been hastening
exponentially since the Enlightenment
and the Scientific Revolution in the 17th
and 18th centuries. These revolutions in
thinking lead to a more comprehensive
understanding of the forces that govern
the universe and an enhanced ability
to manage crises such as disease that
traditionally could only be aided by
appealing to a deity. This coupled with the
rapid rate of technological advancement
of the late 20th and early 21st centuries
and the advent of the internet has made
religion, to some, an artifact from the past.
Considering all of this, education
in general is an underlying factor in
encouraging people to rely less on
organized religion. There is little evidence,
though, to suggest that college campuses
and college students in particular are less
spiritual or moral than any other segment
of the population.
Ultimately, organized religion is losing
its influence on society today, though
this is not due to college environments
that promote a disbelief in religion or
divergence from morality. Rather, they
encourage the acceptance of diverse
backgrounds and ideas and the cultivation
of the mind through probing orthodoxy.
CONTACT Evan Weaver at breezeopinion@
gmail.com. For more editorials regarding
the JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the opinion desk on Instagram and
Twitter @Breeze_Opinion.
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The number of college students who
identify with a particular religion has
historically been higher than that of the
average American adult. According to
the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program Freshman Survey conducted
at the University of California, Los
Angeles, 31% of over 130,000 incoming
freshmen from 184 different colleges and
universities across the U.S. identified as
having no religious affiliation in 2016. In
1986, the same study showed that only 10%
of incoming freshmen were nonreligious.
Moreover, research published by the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill others include Young Life and the Muslim
suggests that college students are no more Student Association.
likely to develop liberal religious beliefs
Josh Moran is a staff member for the Chi
than non-students, and are more likely to Alpha chapter at JMU, and Emily Bowles is
retain traditional religious beliefs.
the student president of the organization.
The discrepancy between
Moran discussed Chi Alpha’s
the
percentage
of
history at JMU and how
nonreligious American
it’s fared in recent years
31% of students
adults, 43%, and college
claimed no religious regarding the downward
students,
31%,
is
trend in religious affiliation
affiliation in 2016
perplexing. This suggests
and the limitations set by
that older American
the COVID-19 pandemic.
adults account for more of
“Four years ago Chi
the nonreligious portion
Alpha didn’t exist at JMU,”
than younger, collegeMoran said. “We’ve seen
attending adults in
exponential
growth
spite of having been
each year over the last
raised during a
three years even in a
more traditional
pandemic.”
era where more
Moreover,
Chi
people were likely
Alpha
student
to go to church.
president
Emily
Nonetheless,
Bowles
mentioned
the increase in
the various ways
the nonreligious
in which Chi Alpha
demographic
is
reaches out to the
ubiquitous in the
student body at JMU,
U.S. According to a
including tabling outside
Pew Research Center
of
D-hall,
and
how
poll, the rate of decline in
organization fosters student
religious affiliation in the
engagement and spirituality
U.S. is consistent across
on campus. She also
race, ethnicity, gender,
acknowledges that the core
43% of adults
region and educational
their outreach is wordclaimed no religious of
level,
among
other
of-mouth and members
affiliation in 2015
variables. Furthermore,
inviting friends.
the decrease in religion
“We really strive to reach
isn’t isolated to the U.S.
out to the students we meet
or even developed nations.
individually… It’s that personal
Forty-three out of 49
relationship that we like
countries across the
to bring up,” Bowles said
globe, from 2007 to
“But I bring people
2019, experienced
that I meet in classes
a sharp decrease
or that I see getting
in
religiosity,
lunch, or just people
according to a
that I’m meeting in
study conducted
my life outside of
by the University
Chi Alpha.”
of
Michigan
Regarding
a
Institute of Social
guiding philosophy
Research.
that
governs
the
organization,
Moran
Religion at JMU
and Bowles talked about
In spite of these
how they hope to make Chi
trends, religious students
Alpha an open and accepting
and student organizations
organization
that
students
at JMU are still active on campus.
respond positively to.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship — or Chi
“My hope moving here was that students
Alpha — is a student organization with would be able to ask honest questions and
chapters around the world, including that we would be able to foster an open
one at JMU. Chi Alpha is just one of many and inclusive environment that is still true
religious student organizations at JMU; to the teachings of Jesus and the Bible,”
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LTE |Remove the
stigma around
animated movies
Growing up, I watched animated
movies. This is by no means uncommon,
as animated movies make up a large
portion of the “kid’s movies” category of
films. But below the surface, behind the
shameless and childish cash grabs, lies a
genuine, ageless art form.
While in high school, I stumbled across
an interview with Brad Bird, director
of films like “Ratatouille” and “The
Incredibles”. The interview centered
around shifting the public discourse
around animated movies away from what
Bird calls the “Saturday cartoons.” As Bird
describes it, “Well, [“The Incredibles”] is
a comic book adventure. Are you going to
put pillows around the conflict? No. You do
a superhero story, things are going to blow
up.” Bird emphasizes the realism of his
animated films, not just in grounded plot,
but in theme and tone, something he feels
is lacking from “Saturday cartoons.” His
movies, while fantastical in elements (see

cooking rat and elastic woman), shy away
from being exclusively for children. They
feature deep philosophical conundrums,
often with unsolved moral questions. The
Incredibles had an inquiry of uniqueness,
a battle for being and remaining “super”.
Ratatouille veers on a different path with
its deconstruction of criticism and its dive
into the discovery of the artist.
Because of these more mature concepts,
Bird’s movies could easily be made in
live action, the appeal and tone would
not have to shift for audience enjoyment.
Something that would need to change,
of course, would be the audience’s
suspension of disbelief, their intentional
avoidance of critical logic for the sake of
enjoyment. Bird asks you to imagine a
world where advanced themes can exist
where reality does not need to.
Contrasting this with a modern example
of an animated classic like the 2017 “Beauty
and the Beast” remake in live action shows

disbelief, creates an unique and flexible art
form, something unique among its fellow
film styles. The freedom of animated films
allows the filmmaker to share how things
feel versus how things are, indulging the
human aspect of being alive. It’s not just
for kids anymore.
“People think of animation only
doing things where people are dancing
around and doing a lot of histrionics, but
animation is not a genre. It’s not a genre!
Animation is an art form, and it can do any
genre.” -Brad Bird

Sincerely,
Isaac Weissman
JMU sophomore
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the value of mature-tone animation.
“Beauty and the Beast’s” remake spends a
significant portion of runtime defending
the audiences’ suspension of disbelief,
reassuring that yes, it is ridiculous for
a gritty, realistic version of singing
silverware in an enchanted castle to exist.
This issue does not persist into the realm
of animation, however. We as the audience
have no problem with singing silverware
because of the lens we watch animation
through. Nothing looks as surreal or
realistic, so why not have your candle sing?
Much like in a theater, the viewer can feel
like the laws of reality do not apply. They
enjoy the story without asking about logic
or reason, a primary reason why so many
animated films feature talking animals and
inanimate objects.
All of this is to say that animation is not
something to be written off as merely for
children. The more fantastical plot lines,
as well as the audience’s suspension of

Our Recreation department team members will be readily
available to answer your questions and talk with you.
Areas of opportunity include:
Water Attendant • Lifeguard • Shallow Water Lifeguard
Aquatic Attraction Lifeguard • Recreation Desk Attendant
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Escape Room/Virtual Reality Attendant
Massanutten WaterPark - 1200 Adventure Drive

Questions?

bfrazier@massresort.com • 540.289.4939
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Art for art’s sake?
The NFT boom, one year later
By FILIP DE MOTT
The Madison Business Review
“A picture is worth a thousand words.” Now,
it can also be worth much more in money.
Non-fungible
tokens
(NFTs)
are
digital
artwork
or
media
whose
“ownership” is certified on blockchain
technology, something similar to an
electronic register. This ownership can
be transferred and is often sold through
auctions
and
trading
marketplaces.
Although NFTs were introduced as early as
2012, the practice burst into the mainstream
last year when artist Mike Winklemann —
famous for creating a virtual piece each
day — sold a collection of his “First 5,000
Days” for over $69 million. Since then,
the largest trading platform, OpenSea,
was valued at $13 billion in January.
However, the idea of NFT ownership can
be misleading and a fuel for skepticism.
The purchase of a digital asset doesn’t stop
others from downloading and enjoying
it, nor does it give the new owner rights
over it, especially not copyright authority.
Often presented as a pointless waste of
money, many NFT owners may disagree.

Rags to
riches to lawsuit

Tips for
NFT investment

Despite the success stories that
have emerged from NFT trading, the
marketplace is rife with financial failure.
“Collectors spoke blithely about getting

“Everydays: The First 5000 Days” sold for over $69 million. Courtesy of Tribune News Service

‘rugged’ on certain NFT investments,
about how easy it is for hackers to entice
potential investors into fake projects,”
according to the same TIME article.
Cited by Bloomberg, it’s been found
that one in three NFTs are rarely traded,
while another third are valued under the
price it took to mint them — the process
of getting the art onto the blockchain.
Given that 2.4 billion NFTs were sold over
OpenSea just in January, the potential
for a poor investment is immense.
Meanwhile, regardless of its billion-dollar
growth, the NFT economy continues to be
unregulated and uncharted. Considering how
much of these transactions happen digitally,
hacking and phishing are not uncommon.
According to Security Intelligence, newer
scam strategies have also appeared. For
instance, at one point, scammers pretended

to be a support team on OpenSea’s Discord
server, offering to resolve investor’s issues
by asking them to share their screen.
Therefore, if one’s thinking of joining
the NFT space, there are some precautions
to keep in mind: Treat NFTs as long-term
investments and research a piece before
purchasing it. It’s easy to get excited by a
hyped-up NFT, but one should pay attention
to its background, reception and aesthetic.
With 2022 passing by, the surge around
NFTs seems to finally be dropping. In March,
OpenSea trading fell by some 67%, a statistic cited by Bloomberg. But, with many
joining the NFT trend, from video games to
Starbucks, this slowdown most likely just
indicates the end of a frenzy — not an era.
CONTACT Filip at breezembr@gmail.
com. Filip is a media arts and design and
international affairs senior.
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One investor, Cooper Turley, put it
simply in an interview with TIME: “It’s
insider trading.” People purchase NFTs
believing that their value will go up,
hopefully leading to high future profits.
According to The New York Times, Izzy
Pollak was one such person. Living with
three other roommates, he decided to
buy two Bored Ape Yacht Club NFTs — a
famous collection of monkey portraits — for
a considerable amount of money. Selling
it a few months later, he made around
$190,000 and has since bought a house.
Money isn’t the only incentive. Unlike
other, more impersonal forms of investment,
NFTs are perceived as supportive of the
artistic community: “The reason that a lot of
people are spending so much money on NFTs
is because they really want to get connected
to that artist on a personal level,” Turley said.
For the most part, this may be a reasonable
justification. Although the majority of
sales don’t reach into the millions — in
fact, NFT sales average less than $200 —
they’ve become the lifeline for some day-

to-day artists. As the technology grew more
popular, traditional artists were finding that
NFT sales were beginning to match, and
then outpace, the price of their physical
art. Artists can also profit from royalties,
even if their art changes ownership later on.
Still, as was happening a year ago,
creators have also suffered. According to
The Guardian, while trading platforms have
erupted in value, some of the art they host is
stolen. Since many artists put their art up on
social media accounts to grow an audience,
forgery is incredibly easy — all it requires
is to “copy and paste” the presented work.
These digital copies are then sold as NFTs.
Aja Trier, an artist cited by the article,
found 87,000 copies of her art on OpenSea,
some priced at nearly $10. While she
managed to convince the marketplace to
take down fraudulent copies — mainly by
criticizing the issue on Twitter — none of
the money made its way to her. Meanwhile,
OpenSea profits from the commission sales.
Moreover, given the anonymous and
decentralized structure of blockchains, it can
be difficult to sue art thieves. Meant as a way
to uplift digital creators, NFTs seem to have
created a hopeless environment of fraud.
This
isn’t
to
say
that
NFTs
haven’t made their way into court.
In early 2022, Hermès, a luxury brand,
and Nike both filed lawsuits after NFTs
were created that misrepresented their
products and freely used their trademarked
logos. While the disputes are ongoing,
they have the potential to expand
trademark law into the digital realm.
The other problem cropping up in court
has to do with the nature of NFT transactions.
Though the transfer of ownership is recorded
in something known as a “smart contract,”
this process has no legal backing. Instead,
NFT projects are set up informally, such
as through handshake agreements or — as
in the case of two other lawsuits — over
the messaging app Discord. According
to Bloomberg Law, this can lead to later
disputes and misunderstanding when a
project becomes successful or fails. NFTs
may soon require more binding contracts.
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Mexican on Main

Jose Juan Reyes, owner of Tequila Taco Bar, said the eatery brings Mexican
street food “under one roof.” Photos by Sarah Eccleston / The Breeze

Tequila Taco Bar brings authenticity to Harrisonburg restaurant scene
from TEQUILA, page 1
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“It definitely took us longer than we
thought,” Reyes said. “A lot of people
were making fun of me, saying, ‘Oh, you
guys have been saying “Coming soon” for
a year.’”
The food served at the restaurant is a
variety of Mexican street food, an idea
Reyes said he got from visiting various
street food vendors in Mexico. Although
customers have compared the restaurant
to a “taco truck under a roof,” Reyes said,
this isn’t the case because there’s much
more food offered than just tacos. The
Fruity Pebble fried ice cream has been a
favorite among customers, he said, as well
as the tequila-based beverages.
Currently, Tequila Taco Bar is involved
in two competitions against other local
restaurants, one being Best of Shenandoah
Valley. Tequila Taco Bar is nominated in
16 categories, including Best Mexican
Restaurant and All-Around Restaurant.
“I take risks and I like to make up
dishes to see how they work,” Reyes said.
“If it smells good, put it on the menu; if it
doesn’t, we won’t do it.”

‘A really
friendly environment’

Weekends after 6 p.m. have proved to
be the busiest times for the restaurant, as
Reyes said it’s difficult to try and get a seat
in the eatery without a little bit of a wait.
Reyes believes Tequila Taco Bar stands
out among other local restaurants because,
he said, there’s a connection between
himself and his employees. He said

maintaining communication has been a
key part of the restaurant’s success.
“Unfortunately, a lot of business
owners don’t appreciate their employees
and they’re more worried about their
customers,” Reyes said. “You have to think:
If you don’t have employees, you’re not
gonna have customers.”
Reyes said the restaurant has about 22
employees so far, and about seven or eight
of them are JMU students. Andrea “Andy”
Arias, a senior theatre major, is a server
at Tequila Taco Bar and joined before
the restaurant even opened. She said she
applied for the job because she’s fluent in
Spanish and wanted to work somewhere
she could interact with Spanish-speaking
customers.
“It’s always nice just to be able to talk to
[customers] in Spanish,” Arias said. “It’s also
been really nice being able to bond with
people who have a similar background.”
Arias’ job as a server consists of seating
customers, taking their orders and bringing
them food and drinks with a “friendly
and bubbly” attitude. Arias said this is the
“best” job she’s ever had in the retail or
food service industries.
“The owners of the restaurant are
absolutely amazing,” Arias said. “We all get
treated incredibly kind and it’s just a really
friendly environment, too.”
Arias said working the opening was
challenging due to the high number of
customers compared to the small number
of employees at the time. However, she
said her favorite part about working there
has been her coworkers and creating
friendships with them.

“I really do love my coworkers and just
everyone there,” Arias said. “Even if I have a
break [in between classes], I’ll just go over
to [the restaurant] and hang out with them.”

From Mexico to the ‘Burg

Senior English major Charlie Smith,
another Tequila Taco Bar server, said he
applied for the job after noticing how the
restaurant specializes mainly in traditional
Mexican food and tequila.
“Tequila Taco Bar really shocked me
because they’re kind of doing something
that not a lot of places are doing,” Smith
said. “A lot of the things we have [in the
restaurant] are straight from Mexico.”
Reyes’ inspiration in creating and
owning Tequila Taco Bar was his family,
whom he said played a role in helping him
create the restaurant. He also said tequila
was an inspiration, hence the name of the
restaurant, because his family came from
Jalisco, Mexico, where tequila is made.
“We just wanted to bring something
different, something that you haven’t seen
in this area,” Reyes said.
Smith said his experience working at
the restaurant so far has been a positive
one, and it’s also his first time working as a
server. One memorable moment for Smith
after he started working there in February,
he said, was seeing how busy it was the
first few weekends, as well as watching
the specialty drinks get made — and other
peoples’ reactions to them.
“At times it can get a little bit stressful,
but that’s just what comes with the job,”
Smith said. “It’s been a great experience,
and the management is really good.”

Reyes said maintaining successful
aspects of the restaurant has been
challenging, such as making sure the food,
beverages and overall atmosphere stays
consistent for customers. However, Reyes
said it’s been fun running Tequila Taco Bar.
A favorite moment, he said, has been being
able to sit down in the restaurant and see
all that he’s created.
“You realize, ‘Wow, look at what you
accomplished,’” Reyes said. “I looked at my
before and after pictures all the time and
nothing is … more favorable.”
Although the restaurant has an influx
of JMU and Eastern Mennonite University
(EMU) students on weeknights and
weekends, Reyes said the restaurant
welcomes local families to dine in,
especially on Sundays. For those who
want a place to have a date night or
family gathering, Reyes said Tequila
Modern Mexican — another restaurant he
owns, which is taking over the previous
McAlister’s Deli building off Reservoir
Street — is perfect for those occasions.
For Reyes, Tequila Taco Bar is a place for
students to get a break from school and
enjoy a night out with food and drinks.
“I have a [saying]: ‘Stop thinking, start
drinking,’” Reyes said. “We want [students] to
come in here and forget about [school] and
have a drink if you’re old enough.”
CONTACT Kylee Toland at tolandkm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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Local literacy

The Community Foundation of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County houses the reading program. Cambria Lee / The Breeze

Dolly Parton-led children’s
reading program arrives in Harrisonburg
By GRACE FEUCHTER
The Breeze

CONTACT Grace Feuchter at feuchtgi@dukes.jmu.edu.
For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter
and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

A guide to
successful planning
By HANNAH LIFRIERI
contributing writer

While planning looks pretty on paper, the act itself can
be more challenging than it seems. Starting college is
the time when students adopt new lifestyles and habits.
Planning can be the habit that saves you from forgetting
an exam, or it can be a simple reward system for finishing
assignments. As a college student, you may constantly
have assignments flooding in and events you’re dying
to go to, but how do you keep track of it all? Everyone
can benefit from writing a few reminders down. Learning
how to plan starts off with a few simple steps.
First, have a goal: Know what you want to accomplish
and when. The best part about planning is it’s up to your
preference. Some may feel jotting down what they do in a
day is hard because they can’t find what works for them.
Others might live religiously by the to-do list.

Planning for success
Writers and planning coaches Judy Allen and Elizabeth Saunders advocate for the simple steps of a written
plan by recognizing yourself, your goals and your brain
patterns. Many have proved that having a written plan
will improve your productivity due to the “Zeigarnik
Effect,” which happens when performing simple acts, like
writing a to-do list, and it can allow the brain to release
anxiety about unfinished tasks.
It’s easy to get caught up in life, but when you have
your day planned out, it allows you to choose a time to
treat yourself.
Learning how to plan has obstacles, like processing
how many events we can truly fit into our day. The goal
of planning is to reduce stress and be able to manage
your days, but overwhelming yourself by attempting to
fit in too many activities can do the opposite.
Taking the time to learn what works for you and creating habits around the way your brain functions can
be the beginning of your journey with planning. While
it can be frustrating at first, overcoming obstacles and
being realistic toward your goals and what you want to
accomplish will lead you to success.

Read the full article at breezejmu.org.

Screen grab from DPIL website
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An international literacy program that provides books to
young children from country star and actress Dolly Parton
has made its way to Harrisonburg and Rockingham County.
The initiative to bring the Dolly Parton’s Imagination
Library program to the local community started when
Christine Neary, a Harrisonburg resident, went to visit her
grandchildren in North Dakota.
Neary said she enrolled them in the program during the
visit, and when she came home, she looked for something
similar in Harrisonburg. When she realized there wasn’t a
local program like it, she said, she wanted to make a change
and brought the issue to The Community Foundation of
Harrisonburg & Rockingham County, “an independent
registered philanthropic institution” that works with charities
to better the community, according to its website.
“[I was] shocked that it wasn’t [in Harrisonburg] because
we have such a demographic that would benefit from it,”
Neary said.
Dolly Parton started Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library
(DPIL), a program that sends books monthly to children
ages 0-5, and since March 1, the program has been active
in Harrisonburg and Rockingham County. Currently, the
program’s in many areas surrounding Harrisonburg, such
as Staunton, Waynesboro and Charlottesville, and team
members at The Community Foundation said they’re excited
to have the program here.
The Imagination Library website explains that Parton
created this program in 1995 to benefit children in East
Tennessee, where she grew up. Her father couldn’t read,
so she kept the goal of literacy in mind when establishing
the program. The website said she’s also aware that dreams
and goals can be inspired by reading, and she wants to help
children reach those goals.
Amanda Bomfim, a program officer at The Community
Foundation in Harrisonburg, explained the importance of
bringing this program to the Harrisonburg community.
“[It’s] the single best thing you can do for kids in that
age group because the language development and the
brain development that occurs in the first year of life is
astronomical compared to later years,” Bomfim said. “To
establish that foundation really early on is critical to their
academic achievement when they start kindergarten.”
Bomfim also explained the current issue kindergarten
teachers are facing, as kids come in with different levels of
reading knowledge.
“Kindergarten teachers are struggling to maintain a group
of kids who are on the reading level they should be … while
also trying to catch up the kids that aren’t as advantaged as
the others or don’t have as many books, or books at all, in

their homes,” Bomfim said.
The Dolly Parton Imagination Library’s mission is to fix
this problem. Bomfim said the foundation’s goal is that as
the program grows, they’ll have community leaders read each
age group’s book on a YouTube channel, which she said will
help children whose parents or guardians can’t be there to
read to their kids. The library also provides specific books
for each age group.
“[That’s a] very cool thing about the Imagination Library,”
Bomfim said. “They start out with basic concepts like
colors and numbers and grow in maturity as the children
grow. Some of the books for the older kids discuss things
like relationships that wouldn’t be age appropriate for the
younger kids.”
Cynthia Prieto, a Community Foundation board member
and former high school principal, said the program is “very,
very prominent in addressing literacy everywhere.”
Neary said another great thing about the program is
children “qualify just by being alive and being under five.”
“Everybody can get it, so nobody gets left out,” Neary said.
“All you have to do is sign up.”

A WEALTH OF HEALTH
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‘The whole
picture’
Student-run blog promotes
intersection of feminism and diversity
“Feminism is for everyone” contributers Olivia Greco (left), Olivia Acquadro (center) and
Sam Low (right) said the focus of the blog is intersectionality. Cambria Lee / The Breeze

By MORGAN VUKNIC
The Breeze
“You can’t have feminism without intersectionality.”
Olivia Greco said that’s the focus of a class-projectturned-blog she writes for. When Greco and her classmates
first created “Feminism is for Everyone” for their social
movements class in the political science department, it
covered four main topics: racial equity, gender equity, LGTBQ
rights and immigration rights. Now, it covers all feminist
issues ranging from reproductive rights to men’s involvement
in the feminist movement.
Greco said the feminist movement has been whitewashed
since it began, through women like Alice Paul and Betty
Friedan. While Paul and Friedan were two of the women who
led the charge for the 19th amendment to be passed, they also
left out the Black women who wanted to fight for the right
to vote alongside them. The Southern Poverty Law Centre

said during the suffrage movement, many Black women were
purposefully excluded so that the white women could push
forward with their agenda. With this blog, Greco hopes to
talk about feminism in a more intersectional way so that all
communities and types of people can be included.
The term “intersectionality” was coined by American civil
rights activist Kimberlé Crenshaw in her 1989 paper “for the
University of Chicago Legal Forum.
Crenshaw created the term to discuss violence against
Black women and the fact that Black women were often left
out of feminist movements. She defines it as “a lens through
which you can see where power comes and collides, where
it interlocks and intersects.”
“Without intersectionality, you’re not getting the whole
picture,” Greco said. “I think doing projects like this where you
get a team together where everyone can come and share their
mindsets is helpful. It doesn’t have to be through a blog, it can
be through talking to your friends or making intersectionality
more visible in your daily life so we’re not going back in time
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and making feminism just about white women.”
Another part of the blog is busting myths about feminism,
such as how feminism doesn’t involve men or isn’t a part
of diversity. Senior political science major Olivia Acquadro
said she wants to change the narrative around feminism and
emphasize the fact that it’s for everyone — not just a certain
group of people.
“I think for too long only white women led the [feminist]
movement,” Acquadro said. “This took away from the fact that
other people have different experiences. There’s also layers of
oppression based on different factors that people experience,
and I think our blog is very aware of that.”
Junior political science major Sam Low said “Feminism is
for Everyone” and blogs like it are crucial year-round, but they
become even more important during awareness months —
like March, Women’s History Month — because more people
begin to think about what they can do, how they can improve
on their own feminism and how they can learn more about
feminist issues.
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Associate vice provost Meg Mulrooney
gave the following statement over email
about the state of general education courses
at JMU.
“As experts in their fields, faculty have
full discretion over how they design and
teach courses, and many address topics and
theories associated with feminism, including
multiple options in the General Education
program,” Mulrooney said. “Currently,
a working group of students and faculty
from the General Education Council are
collaboratively developing a way to better
identify courses that address diversity topics
so that students can more easily find them.
WGSS 200: Intro to Women’s, Gender, and
Sexuality Studies is an obvious example, but
a less obvious one might be a section of US
History or Cultural Anthropology or even
Biology.”
“We need to diversify the people who
are teaching us,” Low said. “We need to get
advice from people in the WGSS [program] or
the African, African American and Diaspora
studies department — people who are
educated on the issues to help us be ready
for change, not scared of it.”
Greco said feminism and DEI efforts
must be intertwined to be effective. She
said it’s important for everybody to educate
themselves on issues that affect all people
and not just straight, cisgendered white
people.
“To be a feminist, you can’t just think
about yourself,” Greco said. “I can’t be the
best feminist I can be without understanding
the range of diversity that’s out there. You
can’t think of feminism as an umbrella term
— you have to understand that feminism,
diversity, equity and inclusion, they’re all
together, so you can understand how issues
affect everyone differently.”
CONTACT Morgan Vuknic at vuknicma@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture,
arts and lifestyle of the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the
culture desk on Twitter and Instagram
@Breeze_Culture.
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Low said if people are looking to educate
themselves, JMU offers many courses on
gender as well as the women’s, gender
and sexuality studies (WGSS) minor. By
using feminist theories in everyday life and
advocating for marginalized groups that are
often forgotten, Low said that feminism can
help everyone with any career path and as
a person.
When it comes to feminism and diversity,
equity and inclusion (DEI) issues, Greco said
the two go hand in hand. She said that as a
white woman, she has to think about how
women of color are affected by sexism and
racism daily, and thinking about DEI topics
ties directly into being an intersectional
feminist.
Agreeing with Greco, Low said feminism
doesn’t exist without diversity.
“Diversity, equity and inclusion is a
part of feminism,” Low said. “Everything is
intertwined, and true feminism is using an
all-encompassing and gendered lens.”
L ow a l s o re f e r re d to t h e w o rd s o f
Crenshaw, who said in an interview with
Vox that individuals have their own identities
that intersect and impact they’re understood,
treated, and viwed by others.
“Black women are both Black and women,
but because they are Black women, they
endure specific forms of discrimination that
Black men, or white women, might not,” Low
said.
While there are classes at JMU that
discuss diversity and feminism, Acquadro
said she believes they need to be more
accessible. Some general education courses
will incorporate feminist topics, but not all
of them. Acquadro said she thinks that’s
something all general education classes
should do. For example, she believes history
classes could incorporate feminist issues so
more people are aware of them.
Low said she believes some areas of JMU,
like the Honors College, are doing a good
job of educating students about diversity
and feminism, but overall, there’s still a long
way to go. She said the first step to teaching
students about these topics is getting more
diverse faculty members.
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Sunshine over Sentara

JMU men's soccer to join newly reinstated Sun Belt Conference for fall season

Since 2017, the new
SBC soccer teams have:
JMU men's soccer will compete as a full SBC member fall 2022. Matt Young / The Breeze
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By MADISON HRICIK & GRANT JOHNSON
The Breeze

Sun Belt commissioner Keith Gill
announced Wednesday that the conference
will now sponsor a nine-team men’s soccer
league. Three minutes later, JMU released
its 2022 Sun Belt Conference (SBC) men’s
soccer schedule.
JMU’s SBC schedule begins Sep. 17 and
includes six weekend games, which head
coach Paul Zazenski said “is most exciting
about this opportunity,” along with games
being featured on ESPN+ and “facing better
opponents with better facilities.” The Dukes
will play every SBC team — four home
games and four away. JMU’s nonconference
schedule hasn’t been released yet.
The new soccer league is composed
of six full-Sun Belt members — Coastal
Carolina, Georgia State, Georgia Southern,
JMU, Marshall and Old Dominion — and
three affiliates: Kentucky, WVU and South
Carolina.
Marshall won the 2020-21 Division I Men’s
College Cup National Championship, the
only non-seeded team to win in the last 15
years. Last season, Georgia State (13-7) lost
in the second round of the College Cup;
Kentucky (15-2-4) in the third round; and
West Virginia (12-3-6) in the quarterfinals.
“This is my 37th year in college soccer, going
into my 26th season at Old Dominion, and I
can say without hesitation, top to bottom,
this is the most competitive conference I've
ever been a part of,” Monarchs head coach
Alan Dawson said. “The schedule is going to
be a dogfight … I think the Sun Belt will be
a magnet for the best recruits in the country;

it will be an ideal place to play and
showcase your talent.”
JMU finished 11-5-1 last season but
didn’t qualify for the 48-team pool
as an at-large bid, which it had to do
amid its post-season ban from the
CAA. The move to the SBC opens up
an opportunity for grabbing an at-large
bid that wasn’t likely in JMU’s former
conference, Zazenski said.
“The addition of men’s soccer is an
exciting extra piece of our agreement to join
the Sun Belt,” Director of Athletics Jeff Bourne
said in a statement to JMU Athletics. “We
expect to have multiple programs regularly in
the national rankings and multiple programs
capable of winning a national championship.
I fully anticipate that JMU will be among
the high-achieving programs in this new
conference.”
Six of the nine members were among
the top 70 last season in RPI — a combined
average between a team and its opponents’
winning percentages. In addition, the new
conference has a combined 100 NCAA
tournament appearances, with JMU being
one of four teams in the last five seasons to
reach the quarterfinals. Marshall is the only
school since 2017 to win a men’s soccer
national championship.
“We have high aspirations for what we
think the conference can do on the national
level,” Georgia State head coach Brett
Surrency said, "and, ultimately, that'll trickle
down to the individual programs as well.”
The Dukes have faced two of these new
conference opponents in recent years —
South Carolina as an exhibition match last
August and Marshall in the 2021 season

4

Third Round appearances

3

Gill said there weren’t
necessarily any obstacles
in forming the league
but that the timing of
the announcement was
delayed by the overall
realignment transition
beyond the Sun Belt. Once
Gill identified the affiliate
members he wanted in the
Sun Belt, he said, they all
accepted the invitation.
“To bring men’s soccer back
with the quality of opponents we
have, it's been perhaps a challenge
in two years in light of the pandemic for
a lot of new soccer programs … [I] couldn’t
be more grateful to the Sun Belt [that it] shares
an ambition that aligns with so many of the
coaches on this call,” WVU head coach Dan
Stratford said. “That they ultimately want to
compete for national championships and be
part of something incredibly competitive.”
With the SBC’s new influx of talent, the
commissioner said the vision was simple:
Form a conference that can rise among the
rest in men’s soccer.
“Our expectations are really high,” Gill
said. “I think this is a championship-level
conference in terms of winning national
championships every year … [The Sun Belt]
will have a significant impact on the men’s
soccer landscape.”

Quarterfinals appearances

1

National Championship
opener.
JMU fell to
then-defending
national champions Marshall, 6-1, the largest
loss Zazenski has suffered since he became
JMU’s head coach.
With the nine programs coming together,
the head coaches agreed: Recruitment will
improve both nationally and internationally.
The new conference brings together elite
athletes from outside conferences including
the Mid-American Conference (MAC),
Conference-USA and the SEC. JMU now faces
players such as C-USA co-offensive player of
the year South Carolina forward Logan Frost
and first team all-MAC WVU redshirt senior
forward Ike Swiger as conference foes —
raising not just the level of competition, but
the possibilities of the future players that
could sign with an SBC team.
“A rising tide lifts all boats,” Gill said.
“Having a great big soccer conference and
accomplished soccer programs, I think,
shines a light on that will help everyone.”

CONTACT Madison Hricik and Grant
Johnson
at
breezesports@gmail.
com. For more realignment coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.
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@jmusoftball1
NEW UNIFORMS #Gameday
Original sound — deziburtenshaw

Redshirt junior infielder Hallie Hall dips down to field the ball. Cambria Lee / The Breeze

Redshirt junior infielder Hannah Shifflett runs a TikTok
account with over 20,000 likes. Screengrab from TikTok,
photoillustration by Grant Johnson / The Breeze

JMU softball veterans’ relatability to
younger players through TikTok drives team chemistry
By SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

Redshirt junior infielder Hannah Shifflett
wakes up, makes breakfast and brews coffee
on a typical JMU softball gameday. She gets
to Veterans Memorial Park early to put her
uniform on and get in the mindset for the
game ahead.
Shifflett also does something else before
first pitch: She sets her phone down, hits play
and records a TikTok.

room, and her head coach said she’s not
afraid to call people out and be “abrupt”
when the Dukes need to be better. Shifflett
brings a Women’s College World Series run
of experience to first base and has only two
errors in 30 games.
“We have to have somebody that basically
reels everybody back in — I think [that’s]
Hannah,” LaPorte said. “I think Hallie is
one of those players where … her delivery
is good, whatever kind of message that she
has to deliver — it’s holding somebody
accountable. I feel like her and Hannah have
kind of been the middlemen for the coaches
and the rest of the team.”
Hall and Shifflett take time out of their
Fridays to go to Starbucks together. While
Shifflett said she spends a lot of time with her
teammates, the two make it an afternoon.
That chemistry translates at the plate.
“I think it’s a lot about communication,”
Shifflett said. “Say I hit first, and then she’s
behind me. I can tell her what I’m seeing,
what to do and give her some advice if she
wants some. Knowing that she’s behind me
or, say, we get flipped and I’m behind her, we
have each other’s backs.”
For Hall, it’s about taking the energy from
her leadoff hitter and continuing it. Against
Lehigh in the third inning on March 11, the
Dukes were down 2-1. Shifflett doubled up
the center on the Mountain Hawks, putting
her in scoring position, and Hall stepped up
right behind her. The infielder hit a home
run, scored both of them and gave JMU a lead
it never relinquished.
“I think we kind of, in a sense, play off of

each other,” Hall said. “Piggybacking off
of each other is really important, and just
having that trust that we have each other’s
back is what’s really important.”
LaPorte said the team’s performance
in games is based on how Shifflett and
Hall adjust. Shifflett’s the only player on
the team with more than two years of
playing experience.
Against UNCW last weekend, Shifflett
and Hall combined for four hits, two
RBIs and eight strikeouts — the Dukes
dropped two of the three games with the
Seahawks.
“Hannah and Hallie really struggled
this weekend,” LaPorte said. “It did set in
the other players; [they] were like, ‘Oh,
no.’ I think it can be good and bad [at]
times when you have two upperclassmen
at the top of the lineup because if they’re
struggling then the rest of the team kind
of worries, and that’s what happened to
us this weekend.”
Fishman said Shifflett and Hall take
care of the team but aren’t afraid to push
them when the Dukes know they can play
better. It’s about the culture, and after
losing so many players in 2021, LaPorte
added that having these two both step
up at bat and on the field is critical to the
team’s future.
“Shifflett and Hall have been our one-two
punch,” LaPorte said.
CONTACT Savannah Reger at thebreezeweb@
gmail.com. For more softball coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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“When we have home games, I usually
get here pretty early and I’ll make them by
myself,” Shifflett said.
These TikToks aren’t just something
Shifflett does for herself. The short videos
started on road trips when she was rooming
with freshman outfielder and pitcher Isabelle
Fishman. The TikToks are one of many
ways Shifflett bonded with the big crop of
freshmen for the Dukes this season.
“We were just kind of like, ‘You want
to make a TikTok?’” Shifflett said. “Then I
absolutely had so much fun making them, so
every time I had a new roommate, I was like
‘You want to make a TikTok?’”
Shifflett and redshirt junior infielder
Hallie Hall are the oldest members in
JMU’s batting order for 2022 — one full
of underclassmen. They’ve been in the
program the longest and worked together
this season to set the tone for the Dukes’
culture and expectations.
What makes working together to lead
JMU so easy, the two said, is that they’re
best friends.

“We actually roomed together freshman
year,” Shifflett said. “She’s pretty much been
my best friend ever since I’ve been here.
Having her by my side each year has really
been something that’s really grown the
program and grown our relationship together.”
JMU softball head coach Loren LaPorte
switched the batting order on multiple
occasions, but some things stayed the same:
Shifflett and Hall bat in the top half of the
order. Shifflett’s been the constant for the
Dukes this season in the leadoff spot while
Hall’s bounced around — against U.Va. on
April 6, she batted third.
Off the field, the two have taken the
freshmen under their wing. In addition to
Shifflett’s TikToks, the two go with the team
to get ice cream, make dinner together and,
as LaPorte said, develop the relationships off
the field so that there’s trust on the field.
“I go over to Shifflett’s house and we cook
stir fry,” Fishman said with a laugh. “We
spend a lot of time off the field.”
It’s that relationship that Fishman said
makes her feel confident on gameday. Seeing
what the top of the order can do helps her
because the upperclassmen tell her what
pitches are coming and what to expect so
that when she steps into the box, she knows
what’s coming.
“They’re definitely trendsetters and tonesetters for the team,” Fishman said. “Having
them at the top of the lineup and both
corners of the field, they direct traffic on both
sides. So, I think that’s very important here.”
On the field, LaPorte said both have
different strengths. Hall is vocal in the locker
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COLLEGIATE PR FESSIONALS
MLS academies produce talent for pro and JMU soccer

Thursday, April 7, 2022

By CONNOR HARRIS
The Breeze

Eighteen years ago, D.C. United made
national headlines when it signed 14-year-old
Freddy Adu to a professional contract. Adu
became the youngest player in American sports
history to sign a professional contract, a record
that stood until 2022 when it was broken twice
within two months by a pair of eighth graders.
But even with some of the best young
soccer talents in America signing professional
contracts, Major League Soccer (MLS)
academies and college soccer at JMU continue
to co-exist and benefit from each other.
The MLS academy system began in 2008
when the league allowed teams to directly sign
players trained by a club as opposed to a draft
system seen in other American sports. Players
as young as 14 years old can sign homegrown
contracts with their respective clubs, which
don’t count against the league’s salary cap.
The MLS academy pipeline has produced
several players for the U.S. Men’s National
Team (USMNT) in recent years. After scoring
13 goals for his club and three for the USMNT
in 2021, 19-year-old striker Ricardo Pepi, a
product of FC Dallas’ academy, moved to
German club FC Augsburg in January for
$18 million, a record for an MLS academy
product. His former teammate, Jesus Ferriera,
started and scored in the 5-1 victory against
Panama that virtually secured 2022 World Cup
qualification for the U.S.
So, how has the MLS academy system
produced the next wave of U.S. soccer players?
JMU redshirt sophomore defender Ian
Graham, who played three seasons in the
Philadelphia Union Academy system, said it
starts with the environment.
“Playing with those guys, you get challenged
every day,” Graham said. “Everything with [the
academy players] would be a competition.”
Graham described his experience with the
Union academy as “out of this world” and said
it helped him gain exposure on a platform to
showcase his talents. While at the academy,
he traveled across the country to play in
tournaments against other top teams. Graham
also trained with players who are now a part of
the USMNT and youth national teams, such as
RB Salzburg midfielder Brenden Aaronson.
Graham said that by playing with highquality players, he was able to learn skills from
them that he could use, as well as skills he could
use to stop them as a defender.
Matt Arrington, the director of coaching at
the D.C. United Academy, said certain MLS
clubs are investing “tons” of money into its
academies, and the buy-in from ownership

often determines the academies’ success.
Arrington said D.C. United’s academy is
“blessed” with talent from the DMV area in
their academy.
D.C. United’s senior team boasts six players
from their academies on homegrown contracts.
The club also recently sold 19-year-old defender
Kevin Paredes to German club Wolfsburg, which
participated in this season’s Champions League,
for a club-record $7 million.
Arrington said the quality of coaching in the
MLS academies has greatly improved. Head
coaches in MLS academies must meet specific
certifications and earn licensing from their
federation in order to coach.
“[Coaching] really does play a role in player
development,” Arrington said. “When you
invest in your craft, specifically about the game
and how to coach it, you can give more to your
players.”
JMU men’s soccer head coach Paul Zazenski
said JMU has recruited from MLS academies.
“[Those] players come from an
environment where they’re getting good
coaching and training,” Zazenski said.
The vast majority of academy products,
however, don’t sign professional contracts
with their parent club. Arrington, who
previously worked as an assistant coach at
Howard University, said that college soccer
gives a “plan B” to academy players who
don’t sign homegrown contracts with their
parent club.
“Obviously the educational point is
massive because your soccer career isn’t
going to last forever,” Arrington said. “This
gives you an opportunity to prolong your
career. Then, after four or five years, maybe
there’s your opportunity to go pro.”
Zazenski said one downside of MLS
academies is that many players don’t think of
college soccer as an option until it’s too late.
“The realistic conversation is that not
many players in those academies make it to
the first team,” Zazenski said. “That’s where
college soccer comes in, and a lot of players
make their name [in college] and then get
drafted by the MLS.”
Arrington cited West Bromwich Albion
striker Daryl Dike as an example of a
player who made the jump from college
to the professional level. Arrington said
college is “certainly still a great avenue” to a
professional career, even with the advent of
the academy system.
“[The college game] has grown
significantly in the past few years,” Zazenski
said. “It’s just gotten better and better.”
Arrington touted a recent plan put forward
by University of Maryland men’s soccer head

coach Sasho Kirkovski to switch to a full-year
model, dubbed the “21st Century Model,” as a
way for college soccer to improve the collegiate
game. This model would see a fall-spring split
of the season similar to the way many European
teams model their schedule.
“[College soccer] is in a middle ground for
how this sport is going to grow in this country,”
Arrington said. “It needs to catch up to the rest
of the country and stop operating in a bubble.”
Zazenski said players playing three games
in seven days in the current model is a barrier
to quality training at the collegiate level. He
believes there are several advantages to the 21st
Century model, such as giving college soccer a

more professional environment and allowing
them to provide a better product.
As for the future of soccer in the U.S.,
Graham, Arrington and Zazenski all agree:
There’s optimism regarding the direction of
the sport.
“I think there’s some really positive
momentum in [American soccer],” Zazenski
said, “specifically with developing youth.”
CONTACT Connor Harris at harri7cj@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more men’s soccer
coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.

MASSANUTTEN IS HIRING
For All Levels Of Aquatics Staff

L E V E L S OF AQUAT ICS STAFF
LEVEL 1 Water Attendant
LEVEL 2

Aquatic Attraction Lifeguard

LEVEL 3

Shallow Water Lifeguard

LEVEL 4

Lifeguard

Work as you train to advance through the levels of our program!

All swimming abilities are welcome!
APPLY ONLINE @

MASSRESORTJOBS.COM
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Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Fight 'til the end
JMU men's tennis celebrates the game-winning point. Matt Young / The Breeze

JMU men's tennis defeats Elon for the
first time to remain unbeaten on home court
By CRAIG MATHIAS
The Breeze

CONTACT Craig Mathias at mathiack@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more men’s tennis
coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.

Thursday, April 7, 2022

In a year where head coach Steve Secord
eclipsed 300 wins and junior Holden Koons
became the first player in program history to
reach the main draw of the ITA All-American
Championships, JMU men’s tennis made
history yet again in its final home match of
the season.
In the home finale against Elon, the Dukes
won 4-2 to finish the season 9-0 at home, all
while defeating the Phoenix for the first time
in program history.
“To go undefeated at home is pretty cool,
I’d say,” Koons said. “They’re historically
a very strong program … I think this win
should carry some weight and show that
we’re here to compete.”
JMU began the match on the right foot
after taking control in doubles. Koons and
redshirt freshman Youssef Sadek picked up
the first victory of the day in a 6-1 win over
senior Chung-Han Tsai and sophomore
Daniel Martin. The Dukes clinched the
doubles point after freshmen Edson
Sanchez and Mathieu Josser and took down
senior Camilo Ponce and graduate student
Kyle Frankel 6-4.
“The doubles point is obviously always
important,” Secord said. “The parity in our
conference is tough. We knew it was gonna
be [a tough match]. [We] got it done and
carried the momentum into singles.”
In the first three of six singles matches,
JMU snagged two of three courts to create a
3-1 cushion. While Martin got the better of
Sadek in a 6-1, 6-2 win, Koons and Karpinski
both pulled out victories in tightly contested
matches that featured heated exchanges
between both players.
The first altercation came after Karpinski
called one of Campbell’s shots out to his
dismay. Despite the umpire supporting
Karpinski’s call, Campbell protested, certain
he had made the shot. Karpinski assured
him it was noticeably out and the two
argued briefly before resuming play.
Shortly after, with Frankel having set
point up 5-4 in the second set, he fired a
shot down the line that he thought sent the
match into a third set. Koons put a finger
in the air — declaring it out — which was
followed by an outburst from Frankel with
him approaching the umpire’s chair to
argue, despite the umpire agreeing with

Koons’ call.
Koons fought past this and went on to
win the second set and match 6-3, 7-5. After
dropping the second set, Karpinski rallied to
a 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 victory.
“I lost to this guy last year, so it felt kind of
like a revenge [match],” Koons said. “I think
[Frankel] and I are two of the best players
in the conference, so this is one that I was
eyeing up this year. I got it done in straight
sets, which was nice.”
With the win, Koons is now 16-1 at No.
1 singles. Playing at the top singles spot
means Koons is matched up with the other
team’s best player — meaning a 16-1 record
this season solidifies himself as a possible
candidate for CAA Player of the Year.
Fresh off a conference Player of the Week
award, Karpinski has now won his last three
matches at No. 2 singles, which puts him
against the opponent’s second best player
for each match.
Ponce brought the team score back to 3-2
after defeating Hernandez 6-3, 6-2. With
two courts remaining, JMU needed a point
from either Sanchez or Josser and to secure
the historic win. Sanchez came through
after pulling away against Tsai 6-4, 6-1.
The team mobbed Sanchez on court one
and celebrated against a team it beat for the
first time in school history.
“[It felt] pretty good,” Sanchez said. “I
know we haven’t beaten them before so it
felt good to beat a team like that. I’m just
happy I was able to clinch the match for us.”
With the clincher, Sanchez is now 5-1
in his last six matches at the No. 5 singles
position and 4-2 in his last six doubles
matches.
The Dukes are 13-4 with three matches
to play and finish this season with three
matches on the road. While they can’t
compete in the postseason as a team,
Secord said there’s still plenty to be proud of
from this season.
“It’s been tough not having that
conference tournament to look forward to,”
Secord said. “We’ve tried to say ‘let’s go’
after every match, and they have.”
JMU returns to the court April 9 for its final
conference match at Delaware at noon.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

$17.95

DOWN
1 Some Wall St.
traders
2 Opposite of o’er
3 Inuit home

$10.95

$9.99

Thursday, April 7, 2022

$17.95

Hours:
Monday- Thursday: 11am-9:30pm

$21.95

Friday-Saturday: 11am-10:30pm
Sunday- CLOSED

4/4/22

By Chris Sablich

4 Online viruses
and such
5 Idris of “The
Wire”
6 Oil-bearing rocks
7 WordPerfect
producer
8 Apt rhyme for sí
9 Admiral’s org.
10 Sprout again
11 Forest cone
droppers
12 Luau strings
13 Wager
18 Goes out, as the
tide
22 Salt Lake state
25 Boxer Spinks
26 Person’s yearly
celebration, for
short
27 “__ Joy”:
component of
Beethoven’s
Ninth
28 Windows
predecessor
30 Planet
32 Provide new
audio for
33 Type of acid in
proteins
34 Most attractive
35 Sandwich initials
39 “Ah, of course”

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

stumpe

find the
answers
online

d?

ACROSS
1 Japanese
cartoon art
6 Search high and
low
11 Bar with beers
14 Like kings and
queens
15 Abode
16 Tina Turner’s
onetime partner
17 Rolling frictionreducing part
19 After taxes
20 Like a properly
sized carry-on
bag
21 Regret
23 Condo
management gp.
24 Type of pants
with a flared leg
29 Flag maker Betsy
31 Southern
California Air
Force base
32 Indy competitor
35 Fancy neckwear
36 Pay attention to
37 Punk rock
offshoot
38 “The Science
Guy”
42 WWII command
for 16-Across
43 Lowers, as lights
45 Grabbed a chair
46 Juárez coins
48 Still on one’s
plate
50 Shaft of light
52 Cotton-picking
pest
54 Place to crash
57 Simpson trial
judge Lance
58 Lashed out at
61 11-Across drink
63 Stubborn but funloving dog breed
66 “__ Misérables”
67 Prefix with face
or lace
68 Visibly sad, say
69 Orchestra space
70 Trunk of the
body
71 Twisty turns

www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/

©2022 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

40 Daily Planet
colleague of Kent
and Olsen
41 MPG-testing org.
44 Rock __: ice
melter
47 Roman and
British realms
49 Small-time
50 Unpretentious
restaurant
51 In addition
53 Lowlands

4/4/22

55 Wanted poster
word
56 Plow pioneer
59 “Laugh-In”
regular Johnson
60 Prohibitionists
61 Austrian peak
62 Gift with an
aloha
64 Game with Skip
and Draw Two
cards
65 Paper size: Abbr.
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

JOBS

Graphic
Designer
Wanted
The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning student
media organization, seeks a student
graphic designer for print and online
advertising. Job requirements include
creating ads for clients, collaboration
with Advertising Coordinator, page
layout and design. Must be deadline
oriented. Knowledge of Adobe software
and previous design experience. EOE.
Apply at JMU Job Link

Part-Time Job Opportunity Custodian Senior

Do you want a job with the City that
helps project a friendly image to our
citizens, employees and others? If so,
the Custodian Senior position in the
City’s Parks and Recreation Department
may be the right opportunity for you!
Preferred Hiring Range: $12.03/hr. $13.83/hr. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Deputy
Treasurer

Do you want a career that offers you the
opportunity to interact with a diverse
group individuals on a daily basis
while providing high quality customer
service? If so, consider the Deputy
Treasurer position within the City of
Harrisonburg Treasurer’s Office! Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Venue Staff

The concert season at Ting Pavilion
in Charlottesville is heating up and
we need hardworking folks to make
the shows happen. We have parttime seasonal positions – Operations
Crew or Hospitality. Great Pay flexible
hours, and you are at the show!. Visit
tingpavilion.com/jobs to learn more
and apply today!

Do you want to give back to your
community and know your job has a
direct impact in the local community?
Have you ever thought about becoming
a 911 Emergency Communicator?
Consider applying for a career with the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Emergency
Communications Center (HRECC). Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - General/
Program Supervisor (Street
Maintenance)

Seasonal Job Opportunity - Grounds
Maintenance Laborer

Are you looking for a seasonal job that
allows you to work primarily outdoors
and utilize your maintenance skills to
upkeep various park grounds and/or
other City grounds? If so, apply to the
City of Harrisonburg’s seasonal Grounds
Maintenance Laborer position! Find out
more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Are you searching for a career opportunity
in street maintenance that allows
you to have the best of both worlds:
leadership and field work? If so, consider
applying to the City of Harrisonburg
Public Works Department’s General/
Program Supervisor - Street Maintenance
position! Find out more/apply online:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Seasonal Job Opportunity Customer Service Specialist (Golf)

Career Opportunity - Engineering
Field Utilities Liaison

Are you looking to make a career
move that allows you to utilize your
previous public utilities experience
while performing a variety of field work
and leadership duties? If so, apply to
the City of Harrisonburg’s Engineering
Field Utilities Liaison opportunity! Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

911 Emergency Communicators Starting at $17.24 per Hour

Career Opportunity - Program
Support Specialist

Are you looking for a rewarding
career that allows you to utilize your
administrative skills to make an impact
in the local community? If so, consider
applying for the City of Harrisonburg
Public Transportation Department’s
Program Support Specialist career! Find
out more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Are you looking for a seasonal job that
allows you to safely interact with others
in a fun environment at the awardwinning Heritage Oaks Golf Course? If
so, apply for the City of Harrisonburg
Parks and Recreation Department’s
Customer Service Specialist - Golf
position! Find out more/apply online:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

after graduation?

MASSANUTTEN IS HIRING A

OWNER RELATIONS

MANAGER
This energetic manager will
help curate the Massanutten
owner experience. Lead
a small team to create
dynamic content & conduct
marketing initiatives to aide
in increased owner satisfaction.

Apply online at

MASSRESORTJOBS.COM
SALE

Townhome for Rent close to Campus
Five Bedroom FULLY FURNISHED
Townhome for rent. Washer/Dryer.
Deck & Patio. Very nice and only $325
per person. Mtn. View Drive/on bus
line or walk to campus! Call Nancy at
(540) 433-8329

Vineyard Venue May 14

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mill Creek Country Store-a unique
experience. Notions, necessities,
antiques, books, food and more. Check
out the artist attic. Our April artist offers
unusual and interesting works, most
made from recycled materials— from
practical decorative to quirky steam
punk. 7 miles east on Port Rd.

Veritas Vineyard Wedding May 14th,
2022 For sale. Save $5000.00. We had
to cancel our wedding Take over the
Veritas venue and date and we will give
you a $5000.00 credit toward vendors,
We have reserved hotel rooms for the
wedding party near Veritas. Text for
more info Robert 305-215=8736

FACULTY REGALIA - GREAT
QUALITY!

FACULTY
REGALIA
FOR
COMMENCEMENT. High quality,
medium-weight, cotton/poly blend
master’s gown - black, black velvet
tam and hood. $100. Please text 540830-4175.

Thursday, April 7, 2022

Local country store

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

Looking for a job
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM

